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Critical analysis to Intellectual 
property protection in 

Kazakhstan Multimedia

This essay will examine Kazakhstan Intellectual Property laws in multi
media and makes a brief of the literature about protecting property of cre
ative industry in Kazakhstan according to the country’s laws. Main purpose 
of the paper is to analyze current situation due to new amendments on law 
in the Republic of Kazakhstan and looks at several court cases.
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Қай ымо ва Н.

Қа зақ стан ме диа аума ғын да ғы 
зият кер лік мен шік ті қор ғауға 

са рап та ма

Эс се де Қа зақ стан да ғы ав тор лық құ қық тың да муы мен шы ғар ма
шы лық ин ду ст рияда ғы зият кер лік мен шік ті қор ғау та қы ры бы қа рас
ты ры ла ды. Жұ мыс тың бас ты мақ са ты Қа зақ стан заң на ма ла рын да ғы 
өз гер ту лер ен гі зіл ген нен кейін қа зір гі ме диа ау мақ та пай да бол ған 
жағ дай лар ды са ра лау.

Түйін сөз дер: зият кер лік мен шік, Қа зақ стан, Заң, Ин тер нет.

Кай ымо ва Н.

Кри ти чес кий ана лиз  
ин тел лек ту аль ной  

собст вен нос ти  
в муль ти ме дий Ка за х стана

В дан ном эс се расс мат ри вает ся раз ви тие ав то рс ко го пра ва и за
щи ты ин те лек туаль ной собст вен нос ти в твор чес кой ин ду ст рий Ка
за х стана. Глав ной целью эс сэ яв ляет ся ана лиз ны неш не го сос тоя ния 
в ме диа сфе ре, в свя зи с но вы ми из ме не ниями в за ко но да тель ст вах 
Рес пуб ли ки Ка за хс тан. 

Клю че вые сло ва: ин тел ле ку альная собс вен ность, пра во, Ка за хс
тан, пи ра тс тво, Ин тер нет.
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Since UK government has created a Statute of Anne in 1709, 
rights of people to protect their Intellectual property (IP) have spread 
worldwide [1]. The basic idea of IP is to prevent copying or ‘pirat-
ing’ the author’s own creation, and ensure that his original piece of 
work is not used without permission of creators. It also includes a 
protection of significant issue as economic benefits of using author’s 
materials. 

IP Laws constitute principle that copyright is territorial in na-
ture, which means that ‘protection under a given copyright law is 
available only in the country where that law applies’ [2]. There are 
considerable numbers of international agreements, such as the Berne 
Convention, which protect creator’s rights worldwide. New technol-
ogies and new opportunities in digital age create more issues about 
the law of copyright. Inevitable pace of technological change sup-
ported media law to be reconstructed. Since the Internet has become 
an international platform of finding and exchanging information, the 
law of copyright as in many areas of law has shifted benchmarks. 

Kazakhstan, as one of the developing countries in Central Asia, 
constructs its media and business around the Internet. Kazakhstan 
enacted Copyright and Neighbouring Rights law in 1996. However, 
the country faces several important issues concerning to protecting 
IP, especially in the Web. This essay will focus on Kazakhstan IP 
laws in multimedia and looks firstly the literature about protecting 
property of creative industry in Kazakhstan according to the coun-
try’s laws. Then paper further analyses current situation due to new 
amendments on law in Kazakhstan and looks at several court cases. 

Protecting Intellectual Property in Kazakhstan
The history of copyright has started in middle 18th century. First 

communities which protect IP, and restrict length of copyright after-
wards everyone could publish a creation appeared in England and 
France. But outside of owner’s country copyright laws creations 
had a little protection. Therefore, countries need to have agreements 
between them to produce and share creations legally. Fundamental 
levels of protection and recognition of industrial property was estab-
lished by the Paris convention for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty 1883, which excluded prevalently aesthetic works covered by 
the Berne Convention. The Berne Convention for the Protection of 
Literary and Artistic Works was based on rules of the Paris Conven-
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tion was signed in 1886 and it is the first worldwide 
agreement to integrate protection of copyright [2]. 
The Berne convention as the milestone of modern 
laws of IP has been revised many times, which cre-
ates a copyright in works as soon as they were cre-
ated. 

 IP in Kazakhstan is regulated by many laws and 
international agreements; however the main law is 
the ‘Law on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights’ 
and Civil Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 

As citizens of Kazakhstan were nomads from 
the ancient time, they did not land in one place. Con-
sequently, people were passing literal and dramatic 
creations with oral methods. However, usually au-
thors of steppe literature were well-known, nobody 
plagiarised them and their creative works were kept 
in safe. Therefore, it is seen that fundamentals of 
copyright was based on moral and ethical notions. 

It is known that poems and lyrics of legendary 
Kazakh poet Abay Kunanbayev in first years of his 
literal work-life were published by another name. 
After that the poet argued with plagiarist and then 
all his creations were published by his name [3].

It was the first time when legal documentations 
for legislations about IP in Kazakhstan were no-
ticed in scholar and social works in the end of 19th 
and in the beginning of 20th centuries. The Law 
on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights essentials 
started with a Decree of Governmental Publications 
enacted in 1917. Because of this decree some literal 
creations were transferred from personal ownership 
to collective. For the 26 of November 1918 science, 
literature, music and creative works which were reg-
istered under collective ownership had risen, there-
fore next year the law about collective ownership 
was refused. The Law on IP basics came into force 
in 1925 and it was the main law for all Soviet Union 
countries and each of them separately. In 1961 Laws 
on IP were removed by the chapter about protecting 
IP in USSR Civil Laws. In 1973 All-Union Agency 
of Copyright opened a branch in Kazakh SSR and 
all international contracts with publisher had to be 
covered through this agency. 

A new phase of legislation of copyright in 
Kazakhstan started after independency in 1991. 
A year later there was established a governmental 
Office for Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, 
which fundamentals were connected with All-
Union Agency of Copyright. Over the period of 
its functioning the office had some changes in 
organization [4]. 

As in all countries in the world ‘copyright 
shall extend to scientific, literary and artistic works 
that are the outcome of creative effort whatever 

their purpose, content, merit or manner or form 
of expression’ under the Law on Copyright and 
Neighbouring Rights [5]. According to the Law on 
Copyright and Neighbouring rights [5] ‘a scientific, 
literary or artistic work shall enjoy copyright by the 
mere fact of its creation. The origin and exercise of 
copyright shall not require either a registration of 
the work or the accomplishment of any other act 
or formality’. However, it usually needs to register 
creations for protecting authorship. 

Copyright protection lasts for being in life of 
the author and 70 years after the death of author. 
There is no limitation for moral rights which involve 
right to be named and right to protection of author’s 
reputation. The Law states that nobody cannot copy 
or use it without permission of owner of copyright. 

The Law has been changed three times in 2004, 
2009 and 2012. Kazakhstan has developed a system 
of IP rights protection, which is one of the most 
significant areas for initial entering the market of 
the region, especially media-market, including the 
Patent Law, Law on Trademarks; Criminal Code 
and Administrative Code provide administrative and 
criminal liability for infringement of the IP rights. 

Kazakhstan founded the State Enterprise 
«National Institute of Intellectual Property» of 
the Ministry of Justice Committee the Intellectual 
Property Rights (the «NIIP» or «Kazpatent») in 
2003. Responsibility of the NIIP is for registration 
of IP objects and ‘implementation of the state policy 
in relation to protection of copyrights, inventions, 
utility models, industrial designs and other creative 
items; issuing copyright, patent and trademarks 
certificates, and recognition of marks as well-
known’ [4].

The meaning of IP and protecting of it has a long 
history all around the world. Kazakhstan has several 
international agreements concerning IP protecting. 
Kazakhstan signed the Paris Convention for the Pro-
tection of Industrial [6] in 1991, the Berne Conven-
tion for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works 
[7] in 1999, the Madrid Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Marks [8] in 2010 , 
the Nice Classification in April 2002 [9]. Kazakh
stan joined World Intellectual Property organisa
tion in 2004 [10]. The country protects its creators 
rights by signing other conventions: Eurasian Patent 
Convention, Patent Cooperation Treaty, Strasbourg 
Agreement classification, Singapore Treaty on the 
Law of Trademarks [11] and it also has a partner-
ship with CIS countries. Kazakhstan signed for Uni-
versal Copyright Convention in 1992. It was created 
to supply universal mode for protecting IP, which 
‘persuaded that such a universal copyright system 
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will facilitate a wider dissemination of works of the 
human mind and increase international understand-
ing’ [12].

Amendments of the IP Law and its current im-
pact on the Internet space in Kazakhstan

When Amendments and Addenda to Some Leg-
islative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Is-
sues of IP have come into force in 2012 [13], it be-
comes the most popular Law in Kazakhstan which 
was criticised and argued by the web-users. In 
one of the sites over 200000 people voted against 
new amendments, which is strict for infringement. 
Torrent-tracker users and sites with free films com-
plained that these could lead negative impact on de-
veloping of KazNet which is the local Kazakhstan 
Internet field. Hackers tried to attack governmental 
sites against these amendments, in Astana, capital of 
Kazakhstan, and Almaty, state capital, people were 
collecting signs against the Law in favour of piracy. 
However, experts said that it could influence for the 
distribution of the traffic, inside KazNet and outside. 

The Internet has become significant source of 
information, however it was ignored in honour of 
IP in KazNet, also it was not regulated by the gov-
ernment. New sphere of anti-piracy movements 
needs changes in Civil Code and Criminal Code. 
The current infringement of copyright under the 
Law shall make the infringer liable to civil, ad-
ministrative and criminal sanctions in accordance 
with the legislation. Illegal usage of objects of IP 
throw organising of the web-sources for the for-
ward allowance to exchange and save in electronic 
devices. All local sites which have pirate con-
tent, especially torrent-trackers where users could 
download music, films and video games may be 
closed in regards the law. According to Chapter V 
in the Copyright Law the court may prohibit the 
defendants from manufacturing, reproducing, sell-
ing or using copies of works or phonograms pre-
sumed to be infringed. The court may also order 
seizure, descriptive or real, of all copies of works 
or phonograms presumed to be infringed and of the 
materials and equipment used in their manufacture. 
The court can nominate a payment of an indemnity 
of between 20 and 50 times the minimum salary set 
and it shall determine the amount of the indemnity 
to be paid in place of damages or surrender of rev-
enue. However, if actions of the pirate-sites create 
more damage, the Criminal Code Articles 2, 3 and 
184 comes to force – indemnity between 600 and 
800 times the minimum salary, public works for 
200-240 hours or to jail for one year. Under the 
amendments in 2012 a person who has guilty of in-
fringement can be prosecuted by criminal laws. In 

case of repeated infringement of the law the court 
settles to prison a person for 2 and 5 years [5]. 
Logically that numerous site owners chose to close 
their sites themselves, to prevent going to the jail. 
But one of the main aims of changes in the Law for 
IP, especially related to internet-resources was to 
protect information agencies, journalists and me-
dia workers such as photographers from using their 
materials without their permission. For example, 
these torrent-sites transfer online broadcasting of 
TV-channels without their permission. Regional 
channels spend a huge amount of money to differ-
entiate content of films and music for the audience; 
however pirate-sites use neutral domains such as 
.tv, .net, .org, which is hard to find holders of them 
[14]. Situation which occurs frequently is the pub-
lication of photographs in the worldwide network 
without permission of photographer, for example, 
photographs on well-known Kazakhstan’s web-
site of photo-reportages Vox Populi are usually 
copied by bloggers or web-sites. The project man-
ager of Vox Populi Alisher Yelikbayev posted on 
his Twitter that Mongolian site Xopom.com has 
copied the whole article with photographs called 
‘Akshatau: 35 Kilometres Away From Water’ 
without their permission. That site translated arti-
cle into Mongolian, and kept copyright watermark 
of original site, however, the watermark of Xopom 
was put as well. Another example is the stolen ar-
ticle ‘The salt of the earth’ from Vox Populi by 
the site Pikabu.ru which shares images and videos. 
That site cut the watermarks and put it into network 
as author’s own creation. Alisher Yelikbayev sar-
castically stated ‘Vox Populi now is available in 
Mongolian! In fact it is not, they are simple thefts!’ 
and ‘It happens often. In Kazakhstan we solve it 
agreeably, but we do not know what to do with 
sites outside of the country’ [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. 
Another similar situation occurs with a photograph 
of A. Lunin who works in Forbes Kazakhstan. He 
took a picture of Erbolat Toguzakov, a winner of 
festival ‘Golden person-2012’ in nomination of the 
best actor, and published in the site on 19th of No-
vember 2012. Next day, official site of Film Com-
pany Kazakhfilm published article with the photo 
without permission of the Forbes. A day after on 
21th of November news sites as tengrinews, zakon.
kz, thenews.kz, gazeta.kz copied the photo as their 
sources, the offices of these sites said that they 
took permission from the Kazakhfilm, since the 
Kazakhfilm is also reputable company. According 
to V. Boreiko [20] chief-editor of the site Forbes.
kz the editorial office was thinking about protect-
ing their IP, however, there is no information that 
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the Forbes.kz sued with those sites for copyright 
infringement. 

The first court case where rights of photographer 
were protected happened in October 2012. Photog-
rapher A. Gordeev sued with well-known maga-
zine. The jury found that Men’s health Kazakhstan 
wilfully violated the Law on Copyright when they 
used photos, which Gordeev took in cycling race 
of ‘Astana’ team, especially Kashechkin, a sports-
man, in Calpe in January 2012. The photographer 
works with ‘Astana’ national bicycle team and takes 
pictures for publication on their site. ‘When I had 
recognised my creation in a magazine I contacted 
with them to ask compensation. They told me that 
it can be persecuted by the Criminal Law in terms 
of extortion’ said the photographer. As he was only 
accredited photographer from Kazakhstan he was 
trying to do a lot of photographs. He was seating in 
the baggage compartment in a car that was driven 
to take professional photographs of the race, which 
could be dangerous for the author’s health [21]. ‘The 
Men’s Health printed 18 000 copies of this picture, 
consequently we are complaining of infringement 
by two methods: recording and distribution’ said 
Baurzhan Aydarbekov, a lawyer for A. Gordeev. 
They asked for the award to be set at 5 million tenge, 
which is around 35 000 dollars [21]. 

According to the lawyer of Gordeev an edito-
rial team of the Men’s Health said that it was a 
mistake: when they were preparing an edition 
chief-editor was replaced by another person, and 
an art-director was in a hospital, then photo-editor 
took the photo from the Internet for the draft ver-
sion. They thought that US 35 000$ is too much for 
the photo which cost US 50$, consequently, they 
wanted to pay a compensation three times more 
than the cost [21]. 

Y. Popik, a lawyer for Men’s Health, blamed 
the infringement on an innocent mistake and said 
that they asked Kashechkin for photos. ‘We work 
with a lot of photo bases and the sportsman gave us 
16 photographs’. By the Law all photographs were 
owned by Gordeev, therefore Kashechkin could not 
to allow using it. On 17th of October 2012 the judge 
ordered Men’s Health to pay a compensation of 300 
000 tenge, which is approximately 2000 US dollars. 
This amount of money was not satisfied by the two 
sides; therefore both of them were going to file a 
notice of appeal [21]

The first case of piracy was in 2011 when A. Kr-
igin, an administrator of the torrent-tracker site tor-
rentzone.kz, was established as a guilty of infringe-
ment of copyright. He put a film ‘Sucker Punch’ of 
«Warner Bros. Legendari Pictures», which used by 
local distributors of the company, ‘Kazakhstan As-
sotiation of protecting copyright and neighbouring 
rights’ into site. Because the case was before new 
amendments of the Law 2012 Krigin was responsi-
ble to pay 5 times of the minimum salary, which was 
around 7000 tenge for governmental budget, and a 
hard-disk and a modem of the infringer were also 
confiscated [22]. 

The purpose of this paper is to review the Law 
of protection IP in Kazakhstan and its current situa-
tion, by describing court cases. Kazakhstan has dif-
ferent international agreements for copyright as well 
as main Copyright and Neighbouring Rights Law. 
In the last few years the law has changes therefore 
new amendments in honour of preventing pirating 
has focused on heavy punishments. However, media 
workers still has faced problems with piracy, such as 
stolen photographs in the Web. Protecting intellec-
tual property is not explored deeply; hence it needs 
to be researched more in future. 
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